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KEYBOARD STANDS

®

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Terrific value on a 2-tier A-frame stand. This versatile stand lets you adjust 
the height and playing angle of both keyboards until they’re just right for 
playing standing or seated. Includes 2 pairs of support bars and an 
adjustment wrench. Perfect for multi-keyboard setups. Lightweight and 
easy to transport.

Model#: KS7902
List Price: $199.00

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
>  Applications: Dual keyboards
>  Weight Capacity: 88 lbs. per tier
>  Height: 54”
>  Base Width: 26” x 58” (max required floor space)
>  Construction.: Bolted
>  Color: Black Powder Coat Finish

2-Tier A-Frame Keyboard Stand
KS7902

Support bars rotate and slide.
2 Fixed sliding front/back positions

Adjustable for max base 
support or minimal 
floor space.

Hinged legs allow stand 
to fold for easy storage 
and travel.

Non-slip rubber end caps.

Double-lock feature 
for added support.

Ask about our Keyboard Stand Benches...
KT7800
Three-Position X-Style Bench
This Three-Position X-Style is both 
affordable and perfect for 
fold-and-go use. Its all-purpose 
appeal make it a no-brainer for 
those looking to buy a basic bench 
for gigs, the studio or for home.

KT7800+
Deluxe X-Style Keyboard Bench
Our top-of-the-line keyboard bench has no 
equal! The design combines a 
3” cushion which provides 
deluxe comfort for hours of play, 
with a spring-loaded double deadbolt 
locking system, which provides 
safety for peace-of-mind.

Support bars slide from side-to-side on the pole, allowing 
a max 76 key keyboard. Also featured is 2 fixed positions
for each support bar, allowing 2 sliding front and rear
positions, as well as angle adjustments.

ExtremelyVersatile!
The hinged legs allow 
stand to fold for easy 
storage and travel, while 
the double lock feature 
adds support and security.


